
data = {1, 1.5, 3, 5};

(* Distance to the k-th nearest neaighbour*)

dk_[x_] := 2 * Abs[Nearest[data, x, k][[-1]] - x]

pVolk_[x_] :=
k

Length[data] * dk[x]

plotNeighbour[6, {"R1", "R2", "R3", "R4"}][[1, 1]]
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Is this a good PDF? Well, this is a bit of a subjective question but some general points to consider:

◼ The PDF is very spiky on a change of the second nearest neighbour. Sometimes, we are more interested in 
a smooth representation and in this case the Parzen Window approach might be more suitable.

◼ The PDF contains locations where the PDF is not differentiable. This might be a disadvantage in some cases.

◼ The resulting PDF is not valid as shown in the last part of the exercise.

But note also that the important concept here is the consideration of the neighbourhood in the computation of a 

single element. This idea can be used in many algorithms.

Manipulate[

plotNeighbour[xCurrent, {"R1 ⟺ x2", "R2 ⟺ x3", "R3 ⟺ x1", "R4 ⟺ x4"}]

, {{xCurrent, -1, "xc"}, -1, 6}]

xc

plotNeighbour[2.7, {R1 ⟺ x2, R2 ⟺ x3, R3 ⟺ x1, R4 ⟺ x4}]

The animation is also available online.

(*Export[

FileNameJoin[{NotebookDirectory[],"frames/xCurrent=00.png"}],

Table[

plotNeighbour[xCurrent,{"R1 ⟺ x2","R2 ⟺ x3","R3 ⟺ x1","R4 ⟺ x4"}],{xCurrent,-1,6,0.1}],

"VideoFrames",Antialiasing→True

];*)

The following plot shows for each x-value what the second nearest neighbour for this value is. It shows the 

same information as the animation above; just in a static way.

https://milania.de/showcase/Nearest_neighbour_density_estimation


PlotNearest[data, x, 2][[-1]], {x, -3, 10}, PlotRange → {0, 5}, ImageSize → Large,

AxesLabel → "x", "x

2", BaseStyle → {FontSize → 14}, PlotLabel → "Second nearest neighbour"
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